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“Every day, we do 2-3 cases [of liver transplant surgeries]. We have both domestic and foreign 

patients.” 

 

Summary 

1. “If it’s really urgent, we can certainly do the surgery immediately.” 

2. “Our doctors’ team is relatively strong. Our medical team is relatively strong, too. Liver 

transplantation is [our] preponderant discipline.” 

3. “If it’s liver transplant, it should be Dean Zheng Shusen, who personally operates the 

surgery.” 

4. “Every day, we do 2-3 cases [of liver transplant surgeries].” 

5. “The liver sources are relatively easy to find.” 

6. “The information is mainly circulated through WeChat or some social circles, so you 

probably can’t see things you want to see on the Internet.” 

 

Phone Investigation Recording 

Investigator: Hello. 

Person on Duty: Hello. 

Investigator: Is this Mr. Liang Jianzhong? 

Person on Duty: Yes, it’s me. 

Investigator: I heard that this international hospital does liver transplants, is that right? 

Person on Duty: Yes, that’s right. 

Person on Duty: Well, uh, I just checked on you. Are you calling from the USA? 

Investigator: Yes, because I’m overseas, so I said “international”. My understanding is that for 

overseas [patients], compared to [domestic patients], there will be some… 

Person on Duty: Yes, just register at the hospital like normal, because it’s not really troublesome. 

Investigator: Relatively speaking, you probably receive more Chinese people from Taiwan, 

Hong Kong, Macau and USA, right? 

Person on Duty: Yes, yes, that’s right.                                                               

Investigator: In that case, there is such consideration. 

Person on Duty: Ah. 

Investigator: Can you, if the patient comes to your hospital…don’t worry about the cost, the key 

is to make an arrangement for hospitalization, and then do this surgery quickly? 



Person on Duty: It’s possible to do the surgery. You first send the patient over. After he is 

transferred to us, the doctors will do an assessment. For example, when do you plan to do it? If 

it’s really urgent, we can certainly do the surgery immediately. 

Investigator: So, do I come to the hospital ward to find you directly or what? 

Person on Duty: It’s fine to contact me directly, or you can ask the patient to contact me directly. 

Investigator: Oh. 

Person on Duty: Liver transplant. You were talking about a liver transplant, right? 

Investigator: That’s right. 

Person on Duty: As for liver transplants, our doctors’ team is relatively strong. Our medical team 

is relatively strong, too. 

Investigator: Which director is mainly responsible for this? 

Person on Duty: If it’s liver transplant, it should be Dean Zheng Shusen, who personally operates 

the surgery. 

Investigator: So Dean Zheng will personally operate the surgery, right? 

Person on Duty: Yes, it should be the president, who personally operates the surgery. If the 

surgery is done over there, at Zhejiang University International Hospital, you should contact the 

international hospital, right? 

Investigator: That’s right.  I heard that the facilities at international hospital are better. 

Person on Duty: Yes, the medical facilities here are quite good. 

Investigator: The problem is, I can only see things on the Internet because your hospital was 

newly established, right? 

Person on Duty: There isn’t much stuff on the Internet. The information is mainly circulated 

through WeChat or some social circles, so you probably can’t see things you want to see on the 

Internet.  

Investigator: How many cases of liver transplantation has this international hospital done? Do 

you know? 

Person on Duty: Well…everyday, we do 2-3 cases. We do it every day. We do it every day. 

That’s right. 

Investigator: So you do 2-3 cases every day. Oh, perhaps you mainly treat patients from 

overseas, such as patients from Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macau?  

Person on Duty: Yes, we have both [domestic and foreign patients]. We don’t only target 

patients from overseas. There are quite a lot of domestic patients, too. 

Investigator: Oh, domestic ones. 

Person on Duty: Then, we are mainly facing the entire world. If you have any questions, we can 

do it, like in the US, France and other countries, their medical teams… 

Investigator: So, there will be no problem. You just said you probably do liver transplants every 

week, and every day? 

Person on Duty:  Yes, we do them every day. Our liver transplant [techniques] are relatively 

mature, because liver transplantation is his preponderance, preponderant discipline. 

Investigator: Preponderant discipline. Oh, then, can you give me an estimated wait time? 



Person on Duty: I can’t give you [an estimate for] the wait time. The liver sources are relatively 

easy to find, because [the livers’] adaptability is quite strong. Their adaptability is quite strong. 

Investigator: The call is not very clear. It’s hard for me to hear your voice clearly. 

Person on Duty:  Yes. 

Investigator: Then I will get in touch with you later. 

Person on Duty: Hmm, good, good. All right for now. 

 


